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საქართველოს საპატრიარქოს წმიდა ანდრია პირველწოდებულის სახელობის ქართული 

უნივერსიტეტი 

 

English Philology 

 

Awarding qualification: Bachelor of Arts in Philology  

Number of Credits: 240 ECTS credit 

Head of the program: Otar Mateshvili 

Contact number:  599 93 93 33  

 

Bachelor’s degree program of English Philology gives its students a wonderful opportunity to 

acquire proficiency in two languages. Upon completion of the program the graduates are 

proficient in English at least c1 level and they know second foreign language (German, French, 

Spanish, Italian or Russian)- at least  b1 level. 

The length of the educational program is 4 years. Undergraduate students must earn 240 ECTS 

credits in order to obtain an academic degree. Among them are 6 credit compulsory university 

subjects - Academic Writing, Modern Office Technologies; 

- Compulsory 156 credit subjects providing extensive and complex knowledge of English 

philology and they perform a bachelor’s thesis; 

Within 18 credits elective specialty courses; 

The sum of university course credits (6), specialty compulsory course credits (156) and elective 

course credits (18) is 180 credits; Students may apply for 60 credits out of 240 credits in addition 

to study free elective courses or a translation module offered by the program. 

A particularly powerful aspect of the program is its elective  translation skills module, which 

prepares translators and interpreters of a broad profile. In addition to translating texts in various 

fields, the program also includes a component of interpretation (consecutive  and simultaniouss). 

 For the implementation of the program, the university has highly qualified staff and special 

equipment for synchronous translation, which enables good results. 

Graduates of the undergraduate program will be able to continue their studies in the 

corresponding master's programs (English Philology, Literature, Translation Studies). 

Graduates will be able to work in an institution that requires knowledge of the field of philology; 

Specifically, in areas such as library, museum, publishing house, periodical press editorial, 

tourism, media. Also, with the function of supporting staff: at the University, Research Center; 

In case of passing the "teacher training program" they will be able to work as a school teacher; 

Work as a translator / interpreter after completing a course at the University of Translators and 

interpreters. 
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1. Aim: 

The purpose of the undergraduate program is to give the student a broad and complex 

knowledge of English philology, to develop the skills necessary for philological research. The 

program is focused on preparing a bachelor who: 

Has academic knowledge of English literary language, English language history and literature; 

- be familiar with the specifics of literary and linguistic research; 

- be able to critically analyze, interpret and comment on a work of art in its historical-cultural 

context; 

- Has the necessary materials, literature search and systematization skills in the field of 

philology; 

- Able to comply with grammatical norms and styles of written and oral speech; Also, 

communication in English (at C1 level); his competitiveness is increased by having a B1 level of 

compulsory second foreign language (elective - Russian, German, French, Italian, Spanish); 

 

- Be aware of the system of moral values, participate in the formulation of values and strive to 

establish them. 

The purpose of the program is to give the student extensive knowledge and practical skills to be 

competitive in the labor market. 

 

2. Learning outcomes 

Upon completion of the program the graduate is able to: 

1. English literary Language and its Subsystems - Phonematic, Morphological, Syntactic and 

Semantic Structures 

Critically analyze; 

2. Logical reasoning on English philology and general linguistics; 

3. The literary, genre and artistic features of England and the United States, related to them 

Discussing problems; 

4. Describe, discuss, and interpret literary and linguistic events through the proper use of 

philological terminology, 

Commenting and evaluation; 

5. Presenting information and sharing it with others using appropriate communication tools 

and vocabulary 

Speaking in style; 

6. Finding and processing literary and linguistic sources, materials; 

7. Participate in thematic discussions, oppose observance of the principles of respect for 

different viewpoints; 

8. Oral and written communication in English (at C1 level); 

9. Communication at B1 level in one of the other foreign languages (Russian, German, 

French, Italian, Spanish); 

 

10. Understands the system of universal values and aesthetics and strives to establish them. 
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3. Assessment system  

Students in each component of the program are graded through a 100-point system that includes 

midterm assessment and final assessment. Within each course, the student completes the 

syllabus assignments, prepares a presentation, participates in discussions, and engages in all other 

activities necessary to achieve the goals of the course. 

100 point distribution is given in the table below, besides , types of checking their knowledge 

includes presentation, and checking other types of information that are given in syllabus in 

details.  

 

100 point 

Midterm assessment  - 60 points Final assessment  - 40 points 

Assessment  

components 
point Threshold  

 

Assessment 

of the 

component  

point Threshold  

Weekly/seminar 

assessment  
20 8 

Final exam  40 21 Presentation  10 4 

Midterm exam 30 8 

 

The final exam is compulsory  in each course. The final exam is given to a student who has 

earned at least 20 points in the midterm  assessment. 

Bachelor’s  Thesis Evaluation is carried out in accordance with the instruction of  Undergraduate 

Thesis performance,  defense,  and Evaluation Instructions. 

Student’s achievement is evaluated by 100 grade system 

Students’ grading system provides for: 

a)  five types of positive evaluation: 

a.a) (A) Excellent– 91-100 points; 

a.b) (B) Very good - 81- 90 points; 

a.c) (C) Good - 71 – 80 points; 

a.d) (D) Satisfactory - 61 – 70 points ; 

a.f)  (E) Enough - 51 – 60 points;\ 

The student's marks on the additional exam are not added to the scores on the final grade. 

Assessment for the additional exam is a final assessment and will be reflected in the final 

assessment of the course. 

In the event of a score of 0-50 in the final grade, the student receives a score of F – 0. 
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4. Pre requisite for admitting at the program  

Unified National Exams. Persons with full general education have the right to study in the 

educational program. Enrollment in the program is based on the ranking of ratios as a result of 

the Unified National Exams, in accordance with the rules established by the legislation. 

Enrollment without Unified National Exams.- 

  

Enrollment without Unified National Exams- is possible based on the rule approved by the 

Ministry and education of Georgia December 29, 2011 №224 / N,  pursuant to the rule of 

admission of the entrants to the Bachelor’s and Master’s degree without passing unified national 

examination.  

 

Mobility. Enrollment in the educational program is also possible through mobility, according to 

the Order of the Minister of Education and Science of Georgia of February 2, 2010 No. 10 / N 

“On the Transfer from Higher Education to another Higher Education Institution”. 

 

Internal mobility. Applicants will also be eligible for internal mobility. Internal mobility terms 

and procedures are set by the Rector of the University and are regularly posted on the 

University's website at www.sangu.edu.ge 

5. Methods applied in the educational program  

The methods and activities used to achieve the learning outcomes are consistent with the 

content of the particular course and learning outcomes. The course provider, within the 

framework of academic freedom, determines the methods and activities necessary to achieve the 

results of the course. 

http://www.sangu.edu.ge/

